Admissions Policy
As an Ofsted registered childcare setting we are restricted to the number and ages of
children that we can care for at any one time. We are happy to take on any child within
our registered numbers and will not discriminate against children or their families for
reasons such as race, religion, sex or ability.
All children will be welcomed into our setting and we will encourage the other children in
our care to support us with this.
Normally we will request a four-week settling in period on our contract, so if you or your
child or we are not happy with the arrangement it can be changed easily. When taking on
additional children we must take into consideration the children already in our care who
are happy and settled.
Parents wishing to join Robin’s Nest are invited to take the following steps:
1. Attend an Open Day
2. Fill in Initial Child’s Profile and return it to the setting with the interview and admin fee
of £75.00
3. We will ask you to read a book about Waldorf education from our library before
attending the interview
4. Attend an interview
5. We will contact you to let you know whether we are able to offer your child a space in
the setting and suggest a start date
6. If your child is offered a place, please read the policies and procedures of our setting
7. We will arrange a home visit to discuss any remaining questions, to sign the contract,
permission forms and the policy and procedure checklist.
8. Sometimes the teacher comes to the child’s home a couple of times so that the child
can get used to her in the familiar environment.
Priority will be given to siblings and families that have taken the first four steps described
above.
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